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Where is the International Crisis Management Organization? 

 

Dr..  Sherif Noureddine, dated: 8/1/ 2022 AD. 

 

 Planet Earth has always been the environment and nature in which man lives, benefiting from the 
ingredients and resources in his environment that surrounds him and from his accumulated experience 
and sciences throughout history, and he is still working to continue to survive, through the systems, 
legislation, and laws that govern and constrain him, and the binding needs  In managing his financial, 
economic and knowledge affairs, and he is an integral part of it, rather he is in the state of the path, not 
the choice, and with the actual and coercive power of the interconnected relationship between them... 

 

 here;  Science must regulate this relationship between them and it exists;  But institutions, private 
companies or groups have the most prominent role in this field at the expense of the complete 
integration of the planet... 

 

 That is why today we are living in the crisis of the Corona virus, the climate crisis and the environment, 
and entering into the stage of financial randomness between cash, crypto and digital accordingly, and 
the economic confusion that most countries of the world suffer from, from stagnation and depression, 
which has led as a result to poverty, famine, epidemics and forced and imposed death through the 
policies followed in many countries of the world from  Where the per capita income and purchasing 
power have varied, facing unemployment, “human accumulation” and inflation, the great difference in 
the nature of living, the huge gap in wages and wages for labor, and other crises and disasters that result 
in the international arena... 

 

 Undoubtedly, rampant corruption and illiteracy of the existing, deliberate knowledge of poor, 
developing countries contributed greatly to sorting society between a possessor and a holder of 
accumulated capital and a financially destitute living below the poverty line, which crossed the red lines 
and the stages of extreme danger, which may lead to extremism and deviation in behavior.  Human 
nature, at that time, people had no choice but a social explosion, and this was reinforced more and 
more day after day by societies, with the absence of the state and its ability to carry out its required 
duties in various fields... 
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 This is what has allowed countries to benefit at the expense of other countries, taking advantage of the 
conditions and conditions of poverty in them, by providing aid at times, and sometimes with debts and 
loans, and at other times... 

 

 Also, what worsens the situation is the bad orientation of countries towards privatization of giant and 
medium companies, which has led to the accumulation of capital at the expense of countries, their 
presence, their authority, and their society that suffers from crises... 

 

 The biggest problem in this is the individual or the human being, which is the first and last investment 
on this planet, and because of the countries’ financial, economic, environmental, climatic, health, 
educational, social, security and other policies, which led to the failure of care and service provision and 
in the absence of global central processing and work in a unified global framework  To save what was 
left of this planet and what it is on, especially humanity, all of this led to crises experienced by the planet 
as a whole, and the witness today is mainly the Corona crisis, which revealed a hidden deficit in the 
treatment and administrative and logistical health follow-up, as well as the absence of preventive 
prediction and therefore prior planning for the present and future to address crises.  Before they 
happen, and making plans for the worst scenarios that may afflict our world today, which is more likely 
to enter the time of epidemics and disasters, after environmental pollution, global warming, money 
chaos, the economy, corruption and others... 

 

 from here;  It is necessary to give a brief and quick overview of the nature of man and his struggle;  Man 
and conflict, they are the love of survival, and the secret of life represented by good and evil, like water 
and air and conflict with the earth... 

 

 It is the constant conflict that has existed since the creation of man, with himself, his thoughts, instincts 
and ambitions, for leadership or submission... 

 

 It is the rooted, transforming, changing, changing conflict, with its environment and its surroundings for 
individuality and possession... 

 

 It is the endless struggle, with its development and progress in all sciences, in order to control the 
efforts, capabilities and wills, control the capabilities and possessions of resources and wealth, and 
influence interests in terms of production and consumption... 

 

 It is the real and virtual conflict, the situation and the impossible, and the endless in terms of illusion, 
imagination and truth, to reach the absolute of actions and actions, to achieve goals and pay the costs at 
the expense of the human being... 
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 Therefore, the conflict must be directed positively in terms of competition and balanced innovation at 
the right time and place, and not to a negative conflict that leads to exploitation, exploitation, extortion 
and monopoly. 

 

 Briefly;  Therefore, it is a duty, and a humanitarian imperative above all else, to do and strive to unify 
the international scientific and political energies and efforts to work centrally, with diligence and 
seriousness, to save the world... 

 

 Here comes the important and most important role in taking an international decision, to establish a 
global crisis management organization, similar to the World Health Organization, international 
institutions and others, and address it within the group “The Art of Crisis Management” or “The 
Psychology of Crisis Management” or “Crisis Management Scenarios”... 

 

 As for its job, it is concerned with managing, organizing, developing and innovating, and making use of 
global technology in the development and use of smart management, to expedite the creation of 
innovative solutions to get out of global crises before it is too late.  From it as a productive element, not 
just as a consumer, to reach a human society that lives in the shadow of humanity, "international central 
humanity", to achieve justice and equality between societies and countries with some closeness and 
differences, and far from differences. 

 

 I also go to the United Nations Organization to look into the subject to search for its importance, role 
and effectiveness, the effect of which can be the formation of a body or a committee of experts who 
have knowledge, experience and craftsmanship in the areas of management and legislation to formulate 
a new definition of the International Crisis Management Organization, expressing its nature, merits, 
quality and international importance... 

 

 Therefore, it is necessary for the committee to be formed, in which members representing the 
permanent member states or from other countries participate, and subsidiaries of the continental 
agencies of the International Crisis Management Organization that apply transparency and governance 
systems around the world... 

 

 The committee is also required to set the organization’s policies that are compatible with the concepts 
and laws of the United Nations and to benefit from its position, international relations, authority and 
influence, to enhance the role of states to carry out administrative reforms and address their crises, and 
there is also the seventh item of the United Nations to subjugate states by force in case of wars and 
conflicts, to return under  The roof of the UN institution, the UN organization can also regain its role in 
legislating and drafting a decision to establish and establish an international crisis management 
organization, which is able to possess the authority and international authority, to intervene in countries 
that are experiencing collapse and others, through the power of money for reforms in its institutions, 
confronting corruption and punishing the official  About it, and this is what we witness some of it 
today,... 
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 The committee is also concerned with setting the internal and external structures of the organization 
and defining its environment from branches and internal administrative operations rooms, information, 
analysis, data, preventive forecasting, planning, organization, guidance and training, follow-up and 
monitoring, keeping pace and accounting, smart management, logistics, relations, and the Chamber of 
Science, Research and Development  And innovation, the recommendations and publications room, and 
finally the work team authorized to follow up... 

 

 It is also necessary to establish continental agencies accredited to it for its external structure... 

 

 It is also incumbent upon the committee to formulate the terms of establishing an international 
financial support fund, defining its work mechanisms and the obligations for its disbursement, under the 
title of assisting the International Crisis Management Support Fund for countries, for treatment and 
administrative reform in their institutions, political systems, economic structure, financial system and 
emergency situations arising from natural disasters and others, and they are not loans  Debts, gifts and 
aid... 

 

 Here global humanity is embodied in the unified cooperation of science, technology, laboratories, 
research, and expertise, under the roof of the international international organization, to preserve the 
human being first and foremost, and what is required to protect it, away from racism, nationalism, 
ethnic, racial, tribal, religious, political and all the problems of this era... 

 

 The question remains the first and not the last? 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to rise above pride, animosity and conflicts, and look to the 
future with a vision that preserves human beings in peace and security? 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to unite under the banner of humanity? 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to come out of their existence beyond their borders, to unify 
the relationship between man and his fellow man away from his form, color and belief? 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to think about stopping the arms race, especially ballistic 
missiles and nuclear and biological bombs, including those that destroy humans and stones? 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to reconsider the social contract and the financial and 
economic systems, and work to re-formulate them in light of the inflation of the current global system, 
and to search for renewed ideas to formulate a renewed world order? 
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 Is it not time for the countries of the world to be convinced that technology, science, the youth and 
generations of this age and the future have preceded their political systems and the concepts of their 
state systems? 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to keep pace with the era of nanotechnology and modern 
technology, which is rapidly developing towards space and its depths, so that the world today is outside 
your system, laws and legislation, and one of the clear evidence before you is the cryptocurrency that no 
one controls? 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to pause for a moment of reflection, to witness what is 
happening around them in terms of disasters and crises on a global level? 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to apply the theory of treatment before punishment, in 
order to salvage the last remaining things before the end of states and their societies and their 
elimination? 

 

 Is it not time for some countries of the world to stop their oppression of people, intentionally or 
unintentionally, or that are followed by some, through their policies and systems, and to reconsider the 
concepts of systems 

 Authoritarianism, dictatorship and others, which stand in the way of freedoms, justice, equality and the 
application of the concepts of humanity? 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to restore the rights of the people that were looted from 
their government and placed in international banks? 

 

 As for how many of them, the countries of the world should work to unite efforts, science and 
knowledge in coordination with the World Health Organization to confront Corona, and establish a 
laboratory and produce a UN medicine, which will make it easier for countries, societies, and even the 
planet to get out early from the virus crisis and restore life to normal, while saving time, money and 
effort.  And humans... 

 

 Is it not time for the countries of the world to abandon the concept of leadership and go towards 
leadership to manage the world? 

 

 Is the world required to live in “constructive chaos”? 

 Organized randomness and artificial demagoguery", for whose benefit? 
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 - Has the time not come when the international community, especially the United Nations, which has its 
primary responsibility on this issue, thinks about and makes unified efforts to establish an international 
organization concerned with managing global crises, to preserve the planet of life in this universe, and 
the most important and most important being, which is the human being, where they are linked  And 
their relationship with each other like the body of the soul? 

 

 * The last and most important question? 

 Is it required that crises of all kinds continue, in the context of the framework of internationalization, 
recycling and liberation, and to preserve them in the global bazaar, and to work on solving some of them 
in retail and not wholesale based on the measurement of interests, and remain a factor of investment, 
for some countries, institutions and companies in the world, to reap  Money and accumulating it... 

 

 But those who rule the world today are the shadow governments from behind the countries, and they 
are the owners of capital and the owners of giant institutions that work under the title of the 
concentration and accumulation of money in the light of globalization, and some concepts and theories 
must be reconsidered before it is too late, the big bang or the sharp collapse  And the rapid pace of all 
the systems of this era, whose size, shape, content, and frameworks built on them, cannot 
accommodate human, financial, economic, epidemiological and technological inflation, the breadth of 
minds and the acceleration of knowledge among the young generation, which lives most of its time 
today in its virtual world away from your real world, has become outside your planet and your imaginary 
world for  For them, and most countries are still in their sleep, whose end has come with the end of the 
collapse, then there is no time to wait for the renewal of ideas and work on innovation before the 
decline... 

 

 The suffering of the entire world puts us in front of a challenge and one global title for this year and 
every year, "Man, then man, then man"... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 . 
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